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Proteomics has been regarded as the core research technology in the post-genomic era. Central to the life
sciences in health discipline is the aim of identifying potential and small molecule biomarkers that may
correlate to diseases, drug toxicity, genetic and environmental variations. Recent revolution in mass
spectrometric (MS) platforms paves the way for rapid evaluation of potential biomarkers qualitatively and
quantitatively for various diseases or physiological conditions. Cutting edge Next Generation MS platform
can routinely allow thousands of unknown biological compounds be resolved and analyzed in an accurate
and fully automated fashion. Ultimately, these measurements will provide novel insight into the biological
regulation of signalling compounds in disease-causing alterations.
The application of proteomics in eye research is not popularized yet. Using comprehensive proteomic lineup including gel-based (DIGE) and liquid based MS coupled with bioinformatics tools, we are interested in
exploring the expressions / regulations of proteins in various ocular disorders and diseases (dry eyes, myopia,
glaucoma and others).
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